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The ability of three species of birds to discriminate among selected harmonic complexes with
fundamental frequencies varying from 50 to 1000 Hz was examined in behavioral experiments. The
stimuli were synthetic harmonic complexes with waveform shapes altered by component phase
selection, holding spectral and intensive information constant. Birds were able to discriminate
between waveforms with randomly selected component phases and those with all components in
cosine phase, as well as between positive and negative Schroeder-phase waveforms with harmonic
periods as short as 1–2 ms. By contrast, human listeners are unable to make these discriminations
at periods less than about 3–4 ms. Electrophysiological measures, including cochlear microphonic
and compound action potential measurements to the same stimuli used in behavioral tests, showed
differences between birds and gerbils paralleling, but not completely accounting for, the
psychophysical differences observed between birds and humans. It appears from these data that
birds can hear the fine temporal structure in complex waveforms over very short periods. These data
show birds are capable of more precise temporal resolution for complex sounds than is observed in
humans and perhaps other mammals. Physiological data further show that at least part of the
mechanisms underlying this high temporal resolving power resides at the peripheral level of the
avian auditory system. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1494447#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.66.Gf, 43.64.Tk@WA#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bird vocalizations are known to be extremely compl
acoustic signals. This observation, along with the we
known differences between birds and mammals in
anatomy and physiology of the peripheral and central au
tory systems, has led some to suggest that birds must
extremely fine temporal processing abilities~Carr and Fried-
man, 1999; Greenewalt, 1968; Konishi, 1969; Pumphr
1961; Schwartzkopff, 1968!. Notwithstanding such indica
tions, however, direct psychophysical measures of temp
processing such as detection of gaps in noise, temporal
gration, duration discrimination, and temporal modulati
transfer functions have all shown that birds are, overall,
more sensitive to the temporal features of acoustic sig
than are other vertebrates~Dooling, 1982; Doolinget al.,
2000; Dooling and Haskell, 1978; Dooling and Searcy, 19
1985; Fay, 1988; Klump and Maier, 1989!.

For the most part, the psychophysical tests that h
failed to reveal differences between mammals and bird
temporal resolution have used simple stimuli and involv
slow, overall changes in amplitude~the waveform envelope!
rather than rapid pressure variations that carry acoustic in

a!Electronic mail: dooling@psyc.umd.edu
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mation ~the temporal fine structure!. It may be that such
stimuli do not provide an adequate test of the limits of te
poral resolution in the avian ear. Many birds produce a
learn complex tonal or harmonic vocalizations that invol
rapid modulations in frequency and amplitude~for reviews,
see Kroodsma and Miller, 1982, 1996!, some of which are
inaudible to humans. It is of interest to know whether t
kinds of changes that occur in these complex sounds
within the perceptual capabilities of the species of birds t
learn and use them as communication signals. As one
ample, the harmonic vocalizations of the zebra finch~Tae-
niopygia guttata! have very short fundamental periods
about 1.5 ms, shorter than most estimates of temporal r
lution in the human auditory system~Viemeister and Plack,
1993!. Any acoustic information produced by waveform fin
structure within these periods is undoubtedly lost to huma
but may be available to zebra finches and other birds.

Taking human speech as an example, acoustic variab
in intensity, frequency, and time, both in steady-state ut
ances like vowels and in rapidly changing sounds such
consonants and diphthongs, provides information to the
tener regarding the speaker’s individual identification, em
tional state, and intended message. While we are much m
familiar with human speech than with bird vocalization
even the most cursory analysis of vocalizations of vario
112(2)/748/12/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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bird species shows that acoustic differences among calls
clude changes in spectrum, waveform envelope, and tem
ral fine structure both within and across vocalizations of
dividuals ~as, for example, the fine structure within th
periods of harmonic zebra finch vocalizations!. To the extent
that these changes in acoustic characteristics are disting
able to the intended communication target, they have
potential of being communicatively relevant. Historical
analyses of bird vocalizations have focused extensively
spectral features, much less on global temporal or enve
modulations occurring over the duration of vocalization
and not at all on variations in temporal fine structu
~Kroodsma and Miller, 1982, 1996!. Perception of tempora
fine structure may be more relevant to the problems
acoustic communication than previously thought, given
recent findings on the degree of fine motor control in av
vocal production~Brainard and Doupe, 2001; Feeet al.,
1998; Tchernichovskiet al., 2001; Yu and Margoliash
1996!. In the following series of experiments, the abilities
three species of birds to discriminate temporal envelope
temporal fine structure in complex sounds have been
sessed. These sounds have similar spectra but differ sys
atically in envelope and fine structure. Both behavioral a
electrophysiological experiments have been undertaken
converging approach to defining those temporal limits and
providing preliminary evidence concerning the physiologi
bases of the perceived differences among stimuli. In exp
ment 1, birds were required to discriminate harmonic co
plexes constructed with frequency components all startin
cosine phase or all in randomly selected phases, with fun
mental periods varying between 10 and 1 ms. Comple
within pairs of stimuli to be discriminated thus have equiv
lent long-term spectra, but different temporal wavefo
structures. Moreover, discrimination must be based on
creasingly short segments of the stimuli as the per
shrinks. A second experiment retested the birds’ ability to
intraperiod structure in the waveforms of harmonic co
plexes, but envelope information was essentially remove
a cue from the stimuli, and only fine structure remained a
basis for making discriminations. Within a stimulus pair, t
members to be discriminated are the time reverse of
another, with harmonic component phases selected accor
to an algorithm that systematically increases or decrea
phase~and instantaneous frequency within the periods!. In
all, birds of three different species were trained by oper
conditioning with food reward to discriminate within pairs
harmonic complexes over several different fundamental
quencies. The results for birds were compared to the res
from humans tested on identical stimuli. Finally, cochle
microphonic~CM! and compound action potential~CAP! re-
cordings from the three bird species to the same harm
complexes used in behavioral tests revealed correlates to
species differences in sensitivity to temporal fine struct
obtained behaviorally.

II. EXPERIMENT 1—DISCRIMINATION OF COSINE
AND RANDOM PHASE HARMONIC COMPLEXES

In the first behavioral experiment, discrimination of ha
monic stimuli with two kinds of phase selection was me
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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sured to determine whether, when frequency and amplit
information are held constant, the shape of the tempo
waveform alone can provide different perceptions. By us
harmonic complexes with a range of fundamental frequ
cies, we can also determine the limits of the duration of
harmonic periods that will support this discrimination. Th
discrimination task in each case was between a harm
complex with each of the components starting in cos
phase~resulting in a highly peaked waveform! with seven
different harmonic complexes with all components start
in randomly selected phases.

A. Materials and methods

1. Subjects

Three budgerigars~Melopsittacus undulatus! were tested
on the discrimination of cosine phase harmonic comple
from random phase harmonic complexes. These birds w
either bought commercially or hatched at the University
Maryland and housed in individual cages in a vivarium at
University of Maryland. The birds were kept on a norm
day/night cycle correlated with the season at approxima
90% of their free-feeding weights. Animal housing and ca
met all standards of the University of Maryland Animal Ca
and Use Committee. All birds had hearing within norm
limits for their species, as shown by their audiograms~Dool-
ing et al., 2000!. Three humans were also tested. They w
experimenters working in the laboratory at the time of t
experiment, reported no history of hearing disorders, and
absolute thresholds at audiometric test frequencies be
than 20 dB HL~re ANSI, 1989!.

2. Stimuli and procedures

The stimuli were harmonic complexes consisting of a
of equal-amplitude harmonic components of a given fun
mental frequency, with frequencies ranging from 200~or the
fundamental frequency! to 5000 Hz@see Fig. 1~a!#. The ac-
tual number of harmonic components varied with the fun
mental frequency, which was either 200, 400, 800, or 10
Hz ~fundamental periods of 5, 2.5, 1.25, and 1 ms!. For each
fundamental frequency, one complex was generated with
components in cosine starting phase, and seven diffe
complexes were produced with each component phase
lected randomly from a rectangular distribution ranging fro
0 to 2p radians. A different set of random phases was
lected for each complex at each of the four fundamental
quencies. Within a given fundamental frequency, each stim
lus had identical long-term frequency spectra, but differen
shaped temporal waveforms. The waveforms were 260 m
duration including 20-ms cosine2 onset and offset ramps
Figure 1~b! shows examples of cosine-phase and rando
phase stimuli for two of the fundamental frequencies used
this experiment.

The waveforms were created digitally, at a sampling r
of 40 kHz, using software provided by Tucker Davis Tec
nologies~TDT, Gainesville, FL! to combine frequencies in
the correct phases and amplitudes, followed by an inve
749Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds



0 Hz.
FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the spectrum of one of the harmonic complexes used in this study. The frequencies in the stimuli ranged from 200 to 500~b!
Temporal waveforms of harmonic complexes with the phase of each component starting in either cosine phase~left! or a randomly-selected phase~right!.
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fast Fourier transform~FFT! to create the waveforms. The
were created off-line and stored as files for playback dur
the experiments.

3. Behavioral testing apparatus

The birds were tested in a wire cage~23325316 cm3!
mounted in a sound-isolation chamber~Industrial Acoustics
Company, IAC-3!. A response panel consisting of two m
croswitches with light-emitting diodes~LEDs! was mounted
on the wall of the test cage just above a food hopper. T
bird could trip the microswitch by pecking at the LED. Th
left microswitch and LED served as the observation k
while the right microswitch and LED served as the rep
key. The behavior of the animals during test sessions
monitored by a video camera system~Sony HVM-322!.

Test sessions were controlled by a Pentium PC co
puter. The digital stimuli were output to an overhead lou
speaker~KEF Electronics, Holliston, MA, model 80C!, lo-
cated 25 cm above the bird’s head. Stimuli were presen
through Tucker-Davis modules at a sampling rate of 40 k
and presented at 80 dB SPL. Stimulus calibration was
formed using a Larson Davis~Provo, UT! sound level meter
750 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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~model 824!. Stimulus intensities were measured with a1
2-in.

microphone attached to the sound level meter via a 3-m
tension cable. The microphone was placed in front of
response keys in the approximate position occupied by
bird’s head during testing. Stimulus intensities were m
sured several times during these experiments to ensure
stimulus levels remained constant and that the entire au
metric system remained calibrated.

4. Training and testing procedures

Birds were trained by standard operant auto-shap
procedures to peck at the left LED~observation key! during
a repeating background of sound~i.e., the presentation of a
cosine phase complex at a rate of 2/s, or an interstimu
interval of 240 ms! until a new stimulus~i.e., the presenta-
tion of one of the random phase harmonic complexes w
the same fundamental frequency! was presented alternatel
with the background sound, and then to peck the right L
~report key! when the change was detected. If the b
pecked the report key within 2 s of this alternating pattern
the food hopper was activated for 2 s, allowing the bird
obtain food reinforcement. During each experimental s
Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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FIG. 2. Results from three budgerigars and three h
mans tested on the cosine phase versus random p
waveform discrimination at different fundamental fre
quencies. Performance is shown as percent correct
criminations and error bars are the between-subj
standard errors.
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sion, subjects listened to only one of the sets of fundame
frequency complexes and were required to discriminate
tween the cosine phase and the random phase comp
within the set. The harmonic complexes of all four fund
mental frequencies~i.e., 200, 400, 800, and 1000 Hz! were
tested in a random order and a different random order
used for each bird.

The bird initiated a trial by pecking repeatedly on t
observation key. The time between pecking the observa
key ~i.e., the start of a trial! and the beginning of an alterna
ing sound pattern was randomized between 2 and 7 s.
rate was defined as the proportion of target trials~when the
background alternated with one of the random phase targ!
on which the bird pecked the report key within 2 s of the
alternating sound pattern. A failure to peck the report k
within 2 s ofsound alternation was recorded as a miss fo
target trial and a correct rejection in the case of a sham t
Following a miss, no reinforcement was given and a n
trial sequence was initiated. Thirty percent of all trials we
sham trials in which the target sound was the same as
repeating background sound. A peck to the report key du
a 2-s sham trial was recorded as a false alarm, and the li
in the test chamber were extinguished while the repea
background continued. The length of this time-out per
was normally 5 s, but varied according to an individual bird
behavior, with longer time-out periods imposed if birds b
gan developing higher false alarm rates. Sessions with a
false alarm rate of 16% or higher were discarded. Fewer t
20% of all sessions across birds were discarded for this
son. The mean false alarm rate across birds was 5%.
birds were typically tested in one to two daily sessions c
sisting of about 100 trials each, until percent correct val
stabilized, and then testing continued for another 200 tri
Final percent correct discrimination values were taken as
mean percent correct over the last 200 trials.

The human listeners were laboratory staff membe
tested with the same stimuli as the birds, using a stand
two-alternative forced-choice procedure. Stimuli were p
sented over earphones, at a level of 80 dB SPL. For e
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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fundamental frequency, comparisons were made between
cosine-phase stimulus and each of the seven random-p
stimuli in blocks of 40 trials each. On each trial, the cosin
phase complex was presented, followed by the same stim
and the comparison stimulus, in random order, separate
300 ms of silence. Subjects were asked to indicate which
the second or third presentation on a trial was different fr
the standard presentation. After the subject touched a ma
area on a touch screen terminal to indicate a response,
rect answer feedback was provided, and the next trial w
initiated after 500 ms. Percent correct responses were a
aged across the seven random-phase stimuli for each fu
mental frequency. These values, ranging from chance pe
mance at 50% correct to perfect performance~100%! were
subsequently scaled to the range of 0%–100% for comp
son with the bird data.

There is always some concern when comparing data
human subjects taken under earphones with animal be
ioral data measured in a sound field~see Leeket al., 2000,
for a discussion of this problem!. To be assured that thes
differences in measurement were unlikely to materially aff
the data reported in this and the following experiments,
mans were also tested informally on selected stimuli in
chamber used to test the birds. For these trials, the test
was removed from the chamber and the human subject s
with their head in the sound chamber in the approxim
location of the test cage, with one ear pointed toward
speaker at a distance roughly corresponding to the dista
between the speaker and the bird during testing. The s
software, procedures, and stimuli were used that were
ployed in testing the birds. Generally similar results we
obtained in these tests when compared with results un
earphones. These procedures provided added assuran
the validity of comparing birds tested in free field with h
mans tested under earphones.

B. Results

Figure 2 shows that budgerigars can discriminate cos
phase harmonic complexes from random phase complex
751Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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FIG. 3. Several periods of the cosin
phase harmonic complex and two o
the random phase harmonic com
plexes, all with a fundamental fre
quency of 800 Hz. The random phas
harmonic complex on the left had a
waveform shape more similar to th
cosine phase harmonic complex, an
overall discrimination was poorer than
that for the random phase harmon
complex on the right, which had a
shape less similar to the cosine pha
harmonic complex.
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much higher fundamental frequencies~shorter periods! than
can humans. The budgerigars performed at 100% up to
Hz, while humans had dropped to about 65% at that fun
mental frequency. Even at the highest fundamental freque
of 1000 Hz, the budgerigars’ performance was superio
that of humans at 400 Hz. A two-way repeated measu
~species3fundamental frequency! ANOVA showed a signifi-
cant effect of species@F(1,4)519.32,p,0.05# and funda-
mental frequency@F(3,12)513.69,p,0.001#, but there was
no significant interaction between the variables@F(3,12)
53.41, p.0.05#. Post-hoc tests using a Bonferronit-test
showed that budgerigars were better than humans at fu
mental frequencies ranging from 400 to 1000 Hzp
,0.05). The results with humans are consistent with th
of Patterson~1987!, who found that human subjects cou
discriminate a cosine-phase waveform from a random-ph
waveform as long as the fundamental frequency of the wa
forms was below about 400–500 Hz.

By chance, some of the random phase selections
duced waveforms with envelopes similar to cosine ph
waves. Examples of a cosine phase harmonic complex
two random phase harmonic complexes with fundame
frequencies of 800 Hz are shown in Fig. 3. Performance
the birds was worse on the random phase complexes
were similar to the envelope shape of the cosine phase c
plex ~e.g., random phase target 1 PC522%! than on random
phase complexes that were dissimilar~e.g., random phase
target 6 PC590%!. As a measure of similarity betwee
waveforms, a cross-correlation between the cosine-ph
waveform and each of the random phase stimuli at fun
mental frequencies of 800 and 1000 Hz was calculated~these
were the only fundamental frequencies that had suffic
error rates to produce meaningful correlations!. In general, as
the cosine- and random-phase waveforms increased in s
larity, discrimination performance decreased. There wa
significant negative correlation between the similarity of t
cosine- and random-phase complexes, and the birds’
crimination accuracy~r 520.52,p,0.05!. The relationship
between waveform similarity and discrimination argues t
752 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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the birds were relying to some extent on characteristics of
temporal waveform in discriminating cosine phase ver
random phase complexes.

III. EXPERIMENT 2—DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SCHROEDER WAVEFORMS

The discrimination of cosine from random phase h
monic complexes was driven, at least in part, by charac
istics of the temporal waveform which included both t
envelope and the within-period fine structure. Perceptual
ferences among these stimuli may also include difference
loudness. There are two additional phase selections that
be used to disambiguate the influence of these wavef
characteristics. These phase selections essentially hold e
lope information constant across stimuli to be discriminat
but reverse the temporal fine structure between stim
These Schroeder-phase waveforms have recently been
in a series of behavioral experiments on auditory mask
and reveal significant differences in hearing between b
and humans~Dooling et al., 2001; Leeket al., 2000!. In hu-
mans, but not in birds, Schroeder-phase harmonic comple
constructed with monotonically increasing~positive
Schroeder! or decreasing~negative Schroeder! component
phases are differentially effective as maskers, even tho
they have essentially identical temporal envelopes and lo
term spectra. One explanation for the similarity in maski
effectiveness of these harmonic complexes in birds is that
different masker waveforms were indiscriminable. T
present experiment tests this explanation. Further, the tem
ral limitations on birds’ abilities to discriminate harmon
complexes using fine structure alone were tested using p
of Schroeder-phase waveforms created with different fun
mental frequencies.

A. Materials and methods

1. Subjects

Three zebra finches, three budgerigars, and three ca
ies ~Serinus canaria! were used as subjects in this expe
Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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ment. Three humans, researchers in the laboratory, were
tested.

2. Stimuli

Waveforms were constructed in a manner similar
those used in experiment 1, but with component start
phases selected according to an algorithm developed
Schroeder~1970!. The component amplitudes were equ
and the frequency range of the stimuli was from 200~or the
fundamental frequency! to 5000 Hz, as was used in exper
ment 1. Seven pairs of these harmonic complexes were
duced, with fundamental periods ranging from 6.6 ms~fun-
damental frequency of 150 Hz! to 1 ms ~fundamental
frequency of 1000 Hz! in duration. Figure 4 shows example
of negative and positive Schroeder-phase waveforms for
of the fundamental frequencies used here. The phases o
components were monotonically increasing~positive
Schroeder complex! or decreasing~negative Schroeder com
plex! with harmonic number, resulting in instantaneous f
quencies that fell or rose monotonically across each per
The acoustic differences between members of a pair of th
complexes are limited to temporal fine structure: all wa
forms have a flat envelope and, within a pair defined by
fundamental frequency, have identical long-term spectra.
waveforms were 260 ms in duration including 20-ms cosi2

onset and offset ramps.
The birds were tested in similar procedures as those

scribed in experiment 1, and used the same psychoaco
paradigm and experimental chambers. In this experiment
ther the positive- or negative-phase waveform was sele
as the repeating background, and the other Schroeder-p
wave of the same fundamental frequency was the ta
sound. Both Schroeder phases were tested as backgroun
target, and the values were averaged for each fundame
frequency. Testing continued for harmonic complexes of
seven fundamental frequencies in random order from 15
1000 Hz. The stimuli were generated and output in a sim
manner as that described in experiment 1.

Humans were tested under the same conditions~as near
as could be! and using the same procedures as for the bi
Humans stood leaning into the small test chamber so
their head was directly under the speaker in the approxim
location of the bird’s head during testing. A small hand-he
button box was used to signal observation and report, an

FIG. 4. Temporal waveforms of positive- and negative-Schroeder-phase
monic complexes with a fundamental frequency of 200 and 400 Hz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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gous to the bird’s key pecking. The same stimulus prese
tion and psychophysical procedure was used as for the b

B. Results

Figures 5~a!–~c! show the performance of individua
birds of each species tested on the positive/nega
Schroeder waveform discriminations at different fundam
tal frequencies. All birds were able to discriminate betwe
positive and negative Schroeder harmonic complexes at
damental frequencies up to at least 600 Hz. Budgerigars
canaries showed some difficulty discriminating at the high
fundamental frequencies~800 and 1000 Hz!, while the zebra
finches discriminated easily between the positive and ne
tive Schroeder waveforms even at the highest fundame
frequency.

Figure 5~d! shows the average of all birds from eac
species, and the average of three humans. Large differe
are evident among the species: human listeners begin ha
difficulty making these discriminations when the fundame
tal period becomes shorter than about 3 ms, budgerigars
canaries do much better, and zebra finches have little d
culty even over periods as short as 1 ms. A two-way repea
measures~species3fundamental frequency! ANOVA was
conducted. Results showed a significant effect of spe
@F(3,8)538.82, p,0.001#, fundamental frequency
@F(4,32)553.63,p,0.001#, and a significant interaction be
tween the variables@F(12,32)514.12,p,0.001#. Post-hoc
tests using a Bonferronit-test showed that all three species
birds were better than the humans (p,0.05).

Clearly, birds have better resolution of temporal fi
structure than humans, notwithstanding some earlier rep
of similar performance on other temporal processing tas
As far as we know, these are the only comparative data av
able which directly address the question of sensitivity to te
poral fine structure in complex sounds and they raise qu
tions about both the perceptual differences among birds
between birds and humans. For this reason, it is of interes
explore the possible mechanisms underlying these spe
differences by using physiological techniques that may loc
ize responses within the peripheral auditory system.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3—COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC AND
COMPOUND ACTION POTENTIALS

The locus of the mechanisms underlying the spec
differences in behavioral discrimination thresholds for te
poral fine structure are unclear, but there are dramatic dif
ences between birds and mammals at all levels of the a
tory system ~Carr and Code, 2000; Gleich and Manle
2000!. In fact, much of the past evidence for enhanced te
poral resolution in birds has been indirect, with explanatio
that appeal to the fine structure of vocalizations or invo
either anatomical and physiological aspects of cochlear p
cessing~Greenewalt, 1968; Konishi, 1969; Pumphrey, 196
Schwartzkopff, 1968!. As a first step in exploring the physi
ological bases of species differences observed psychoph

ar-
753Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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ies ~c!, tested on the positive/negativ
Schroeder waveform discrimination a
different fundamental frequencies. Av
erage results from the three species
birds and three humans are shown
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cally in experiments 1 and 2, cochlear microphonic pot
tials ~CMs! and compound action potentials~CAPs! from the
VIIIth nerve were recorded from the round window in th
birds’ ears in response to some of the same stimuli use
the behavioral discrimination studies. For a mammal
comparison, similar measures were also taken in the Mon
lian gerbil ~Meriones unguiculatus!. If the negative and posi
tive Schroeder complexes that were discriminable at h
fundamental frequencies in the behavioral studies with b
do, in fact, generate differential cochlear microphon
or compound action potentials in birds, but not in gerb
it would suggest that the search for mechanisms accoun
for the differences observed behaviorally between birds
humans might begin with consideration of the audito
periphery.

A. Materials and methods

1. Subjects

Two budgerigars, two zebra finches, two canaries,
two Mongolian gerbils were used in these experiments.

2. Procedures

Birds were anesthetized with injections of 20 mg/kg x
lazine and 40 mg/kg ketamine into the breast muscle,
gerbils with 15 mg/kg xylazine and 60 mg/kg ketamine
jected intraperitoneally. Additional doses of anesthetics~50%
of the initial dose! were supplemented as needed, determi
either by occasional foot pinch or increased muscle nois
the electrical recordings~generally every 30 to 60 min!.
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Surgical procedures to gain access to the cochlea h
been previously described in detail for birds~Manley et al.,
1985! and gerbils~McGuirt et al., 1995!. Feathers and hai
were removed from the head and around the external
opening. An incision in the skin along the midline of th
skull exposed the bone and it was cleared of connective
sue and dried. A small screw was cemented on the surfac
the skull with dental cement to allow precise and sta
placement of the head in a holding device and reproduc
positioning of the ear canal opening in relation to t
speaker.

In birds, the base of the cochlea was exposed by a
solateral approach. The core of a thin teflon coated sil
wire ~0.005 in., WPI! was exposed at the end and insert
through a tiny hole in scala tympani to give direct electric
access to the perilymph. The teflon insulation sealed the h
and prevented leak of perilymph. A subdermal needle
serted into a neighboring neck muscle served as refere
and grounding was performed by a needle inserted into
skin of the neck further caudal~standard platinum alloy, sub
dermal needle electrodes, Grass; E-2B!. The bird was placed
in a body-shaped styrofoam block with a temperature sen
in contact with the breast muscle. A dc heating pad was u
to cover the bird and keep the body temperature close
40 °C.

In gerbils, an incision behind the external ear and care
dissection of the muscle layer exposed the bulla and a s
piece of bone was removed from the bulla to gain acces
the niche of the round window. The exposed end of a tefl
Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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FIG. 6. Examples of CM~a,b! and CAP~c,d! responses to positive and negative Schroeder harmonic complexes, collapsed across periods, for one bu
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insulated silver wire was hooked to the bony ridge of t
round window niche and fixed with super glue to the e
posed external surface of the bulla. Reference and groun
electrodes were placed as in birds. As with the birds, ger
were also placed onto a styrofoam block in direct cont
with the temperature sensor and covered by the dc hea
blanket. The temperature was kept between 37 °C and 38

Cochlear responses were recorded with a low impeda
digital amplifier~TDT, HS4/DB4! using the 60-Hz noise re
jection, but no additional filtering. All subjects were plac
in the sound field such that their head was at a precise l
tion in the free field 40 cm from the speaker. The stimu
waveforms were fed through a DA1 digital-analog conver
a PA4 programmable attenuator, and a HB6 transdu
which directly drove the speaker~KEF SP 3235, Model 60S
KEF Electronics of America Inc., Holliston, MA!. The elec-
trodes were connected to the HS4 Headstage that amp
and digitized the signal before sending it over fiber op
cables to the DB4 Digital Biological Amplifier. A TG6 tim
ing generator was used to synchronize A/D and D/A conv
sion at a sample rate of 40 kHz.

3. Stimuli

The stimuli were the same as those used in
Schroeder-phase behavioral experiments. The fundame
frequencies of the stimuli ranged from 50 to 1000 Hz.
addition to this set of normal stimuli, a set of inverted stim
was generated to isolate cochlear microphonic~CM! and
compound action potential~CAP! responses, as describe
below. They were played at 80 dB SPL, and calibrated at
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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location of the animal’s head during the experiment as
scribed for the behavioral experiments. Each stimulus w
also recorded using a small microphone placed at that lo
tion, and the outputs of the speakers in response to e
stimulus waveform were verified off-line.

4. Data collection and reduction

The response to each stimulus was averaged over
presentations repeated at a rate of 2/s. After each nor
signal presentation, the response to the inverted versio
the stimulus was recorded. The CAP response compo
was derived by adding the response traces obtained for
normal and the inverted stimulus~canceling the CM compo-
nent! and scaling the resulting response amplitude by h
This derived neural response component was then subtra
from the response trace to the normal stimulus to derive
CM response.

The potentials in this experiment were then further p
pared as follows. Taking a response segment, which inclu
the plateau of the stimulus but omitted the rise/fall time~i.e.,
220 ms in the middle of the response from 20 to 240
within the total 260-ms stimulus!, an average CM and CAP
period response was obtained by averaging across funda
tal periods of the 100-ms segment of the response wavefo
From this averaged period response, both the root m
square~rms! of the cochlear microphonic and the peak-t
peak amplitude of the CAP were examined. Examples o
CM and CAP from a budgerigar in response to a negati
Schroeder harmonic complex and a positive-Schroeder
monic complex are shown in Figs. 6~a!–~d!.
755Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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FIG. 7. Average CAP amplitude re
sponses to positive and negativ
Schroeder complexes as a function
fundamental frequency for zebra
finches ~a!, budgerigars~b!, canaries
~c!, and gerbils~d!.
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B. Results

In all four species, the CM shape approximately fo
lowed the acoustic waveform shape, and the CM amplit
was independent of the fundamental frequency@see Figs.
6~a! and ~b!#. In general, gerbils showed much larger C
amplitudes than birds. There was no difference in CM a
plitude between negative- and positive-phase wavefo
within each fundamental frequency pair for either birds
gerbils. A three-way ANOVA on the rms amplitude values
the cochlear microphonic showed that there was a signific
effect of species@F(3,64)5266.57,p,0.001# but no effect
of fundamental frequency@F(7,64)50.79,p.0.05# or phase
@F(1,64)50.97, p.0.05#. No interactions were significan
(p.0.05). Post-hoctests using a Bonferronit-test showed
that rms amplitude of the CM in gerbils was significan
different from that in all species of birds (p,0.05), but was
not significantly different across bird species (p.0.05).

The amplitude of the CAP, however, did vary in seve
interesting ways. There was a significant decrease for
species in the amplitude of the CAP with increasing fun
mental frequency@Figs. 7~a!–~d!#. Gerbils showed no sys
tematic difference in the amplitude of the CAP to positi
versus negative Schroeder complexes over the entire ran
fundamental frequencies, while all three species of bi
showed a much larger CAP to the negative Schroeder c
plexes than the positive complexes at low fundamental
quencies. A three-way ANOVA showed a significant effect
756 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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species @F(3,64)521.92, p,0.001#, phase @F(1,64)
535.24, p,0.001#, and fundamental frequency@F(7,64)
527.69, p,0.001#. The interaction between species a
fundamental frequency was also significant@F(3,64)53.16,
p,0.001#, but none of the other interactions was significa
(p.0.05).

The results from the CAP measurements differ from
behavioral measures in that at the highest fundamental
quency tested~1000 Hz!, there were no differences betwee
responses to positive and negative Schroeder stimuli for
of the three species. However, paralleling the behavioral
sponses, as fundamental frequency increased, the differe
response to positive and negative Schroeder waveforms
sisted longer in finches~800–1000 Hz! than canaries~600–
800 Hz!, or budgerigars~400–600 Hz!. This suggests tha
CAP responses may be partially related to the discrimina
precision observed behaviorally, but that there are contri
tions from other peripheral or higher auditory processes.

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that birds can discriminate between s
thetic harmonic complexes that differ only in temporal fi
structure over extremely short fundamental periods, and
they demonstrate differences in the VIIIth nerve compou
action potentials that support this detail of auditory analy
in the synchronization of neural firing. Overall, the thr
species of birds were able to discriminate between sev
Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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types of harmonic complexes with higher fundamental f
quencies than humans. These experiments show that
have an ability to discriminate the temporal fine structure
complex sounds that is two to three times better than
limits shown for humans.

These results are surprising in view of the comparat
data showing that birds are similar to mammals in tempo
resolving power~see Doolinget al., 2000!. Only in a few of
these measures is there a hint of consistent differences
tween birds and mammals. A comparison of temporal mo
lation transfer functions~TMTFs! of several mammals an
several species of birds reveals that humans are more s
tive to modulation-based changes in intensity than birds
low modulation frequencies. Although birds and huma
show a similar cutoff of performance at high modulati
frequencies, the difference in intensity resolving power
low modulation rates results in a shorter time constant
birds compared to humans~Dooling et al., 2000; Dooling
and Searcy, 1981!. Gap detection thresholds at very low in
tensity levels are also generally better in birds than mamm
~Dooling et al., 2000!, probably reflecting the tendency o
mammalian tuning curves to narrow with decreasing so
pressure levels. Taken together, results point to a need
future investigation into the possibility that enhanced sen
tivity to temporal fine structure of complex sounds may b
distinguishing feature of the avian auditory system. A mo
complete evaluation of this hypothesis would require testi
along with more birds, many more mammals, especia
those with auditory systems that appear to be specialized
processing auditory temporal information as, for instan
many species of bats~see review in Moss and Simmon
1996!.

Gerbils are becoming popular models of mammal
hearing for both simple and complex sounds~Heffner and
Heffner, 1988; Ryan, 1976; Sinnott and Mosteller, 200!,
though it is still the case that much less is known about th
auditory capabilities than the birds in these experime
Thus, it is not clear why the physiological data taken fro
the gerbils do not match the expectations based on be
ioral data from the other mammal used in these experim
~humans!. Behavioral data from humans suggests easy
crimination between the positive- and negative-Schroed
phase waveforms at low fundamental frequencies, but
compound action potentials presented here for the ge
show little difference between the two types of waveform
Clearly, these results stand in stark contrast to findings fo
three bird species that show a difference in CAP amplitu
up to nearly 800 Hz paralleling the behavioral performan
The difference in CAP between birds and gerbils clea
demonstrates a difference in cochlear processing. Behav
experiments are needed to determine whether gerbils t
cannot discriminate sounds differing in only temporal fi
structure at the low fundamental frequencies used in
physiological tests. If they can make such discriminatio
behaviorally, then the coding of temporal fine structure m
involve something other than the synchronous firing of
VIIIth nerve in gerbil. Alternatively, the lack of CAP asym
metry in gerbil might have no relation to the gerbil’s abili
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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to discriminate temporal fine structure in behavioral expe
ments.

A. Mechanisms underlying temporal resolution

Cochlear frequency analysis in mammals is often m
eled as classical linear filtering with the broader filter ban
widths found in higher frequency regions supporting bet
temporal analysis and narrower filters in lower frequen
regions resulting in poorer temporal analysis~Viemeister and
Plack, 1993!. Individual frequency components of a ha
monic complex that are more widely spaced than the
quency analyzing channels in the auditory system sign
cantly reduce the ability to perceive the tempo
characteristics of the complex. When the fundamental
quency, and therefore component spacing, is such that
eral components fall within an auditory channel, the temp
ral properties of the sound can be used for discriminati
Discrimination of the random from the cosine phase wa
and between the Schroeder-phase complexes demonst
by the human listeners in this study reflected this limitatio
as has been described repeatedly in the literature using t
such as phase discrimination in three-component comple
~e.g., Goldstein, 1967!, perception of pitches generated b
spectral edges in harmonic complexes~Kohlrausch and
Houtsma, 1992!, and other studies of random versus cosin
phase discrimination in harmonic complexes~Patterson,
1987!. These reports in the literature, as well as the d
presented here, suggest that the ability to discriminate t
poral cues in these harmonic stimuli is severely comp
mised when the fundamental frequency is greater than a
400–500 Hz.

Interestingly, the above relationship between compon
spacing, filter bandwidths, and temporal resolving pow
seems not to hold for the birds. By most accounts, birds h
cochlear frequency resolution slightly worse than obser
in humans~Dooling et al., 2000; Sachset al., 1978! but tun-
ing curves of some bird auditory nerve fibers are actua
more sharply tuned than some mammals like cats and gu
pigs ~see review in Gleich and Manley, 2000!. Human fre-
quency resolution estimated from suppression of distort
product otoacoustic emissions indicates resolution as goo
or slightly worse than avian frequency resolution~see review
in Gleich and Manley, 2000!. Thus, a frequency domain
analysis in the avian cochlea at reported levels conflicts w
the ability of birds to make these waveform discriminatio
at fundamental frequencies exceeding 600 Hz. At such h
fundamental frequencies, birds are making discriminatio
between two sounds that differ in fine structure over tim
intervals as small as 1 ms—much faster than any estimat
monaural temporal resolution capacity of humans. This ba
difference in perception between humans and birds calls
question conventional views of the relationship between
quency resolution and temporal acuity within harmonic co
plexes, and points to the need for further comparative inv
tigations of pitch, timbre, and frequency perception acr
species.
757Dooling et al.: Auditory time resolution in birds
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B. The relationship between perception and
production

One reason that the differences among the specie
birds in the ability to discriminate between the wavefo
shapes of harmonic complexes are intriguing is becaus
differences among the species in the characteristics of t
species-specific vocalizations. Zebra finches are the only
of these three bird species whose calls and songs are stro
and almost exclusively harmonic, with fundamental frequ
cies approaching 600–700 Hz~see, for example, Zann
1984!. Interestingly, much is also known about the acous
characteristics of the vocalizations of canaries and budg
gars~see, for example, Farabaugh and Dooling, 1996; G
tinger et al., 1978; Lavenex, 1999!. From these studies, a
well as from our own casual observation of songs and c
of these species, it is clear that zebra finch calls have
most broadband harmonic structure, and that budgerigar
calizations in general contain a greater proportion of s
acoustic structure than do canary vocalizations. This or
parallels the species differences in the ability to discrimin
temporal fine structure over exceedingly small time w
dows, with zebra finches showing the largest perceptual
CAP differences between waveform shapes among the b

These apparent parallels between perception and
duction shown here suggest further comparative and de
opmental studies may be useful. It might be that these pa
lels arise through some form of co-evolution as has b
suggested for human speech~Liberman et al., 1967!. One
can imagine various ontogenetic strategies. One possibili
that the avian ear and auditory system in general exce
discrimination of temporal fine structure. Species differen
may emerge as developing vocalizations fail to exploit init
sensitivities during critical periods, and these sensitivities
then lost in adulthood. A similar argument has been m
regarding the development of human languages in infant
Kuhl and her colleagues~e.g., Kuhl, 2000!. Another possi-
bility is that the avian ear and auditory system remain hig
plastic throughout life and that some bird species may le
that relevant information is coded in the fine temporal str
ture of various signals, leading to an enhanced sensitivit
temporal variation for these species.

With the exception of sound localization in birds, the
data are the first to demonstrate behaviorally the use of
temporal processing abilities for perception of acous
stimuli with some similarities to communication signa
These findings of enhanced temporal resolution may h
particular relevance for understanding acoustic commun
tion, song learning, and individual recognition in birds. F
zebra finches, in particular, confirmation of precise tempo
coding in the auditory system~Janata and Margoliash, 1999
Senet al., 2001; Theunissen and Doupe, 1998! parallels re-
cent findings of precise coding of temporal information
the motor circuits and syringeal machinery controlling so
in this species~Brainard and Doupe, 2001; Feeet al., 1998;
Tchernichovskiet al., 2001; Vicario, 1991; Yu and Margo
liash, 1996!.

In summary, these data show temporal resolution in
processing of acoustic communication signals in birds w
beyond the limits typically reported for humans and oth
758 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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mammals. Synchronized activity in the VIIIth nerve also r
veals a sensitivity to waveform shape of such stimuli th
may be unique to birds, suggesting a radical and unexpe
difference in the coding of these stimuli in the periphe
auditory system of birds and mammals. At the level of aco
tic communication, the analysis of bird vocalizations is us
ally done in the spectral domain and rarely extends to
level of temporal fine structure. The size of a species’ co
munication repertoire and the degree of vocal learning
judged by these traditional types of analyses. If it turns
that birds typically perceive and make use of fine tempo
detail in their complex vocalizations that is beyond the ran
of human capabilities, they may have much larger voca
laries than previously thought.
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